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Phys. Ed. Requirements
(AHPER Meet Subject
Harkness, president state college in 1938, Dr, Harkness
Dr. William
of California Association for now is coordinator of intermural
Health, Physical Education and sports for that college. He has
Recreation (CARPER), will speak
a.m., in Morris
today at 11:30
Dailey auditorium.
Included in his discussion of
trategy for retaining school phyrequirements will
sical education
STRATEGY PLANNED
1. Information concerning meaares the state legislature may inace.
2. Explanation of the steps being taken by CAIIPER and other
professional groups to "interprete
the values of present programs and
to forestall legislation which would
abolish the requirements."
3. Suggestions for people interested in helping to retain the reuirements.
A question -answer period will
follow the speech.
FOOTBALL COACH
Graduated from San Francisety I

Last Chance
For Photos
Lot chance sign-ups for La
Torre pictures are being taken in
he Student Affairs business office, T1I16. Yet "unshot" seniors
and Greeks are urged to make
appointments immediately.
Fees are $1 paid at the sitting
and a 50 cent deposit in advance.
Photographer will pose subjects
in the AWS lounge, College Union, 315 S. Ninth St. from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
February graduates also m a y
reserve their copies of the 1961
college annual in TH16, according
Dave Middlcsvorth, sales manager. Cost is $6.

What i. an educated man?

ub
ih. are
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Rally committee menthe’’,
meet today at 3:311 p.m. in %tariff Dail), II mIltorlum for La
Torre pictures. said Kathy
Ly nes, rally eununtttee plaint It N
chairman.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
VOL. 48

DR. WILLIAM HARKNESS
CAHPER Pres.
been assistant football coach for
the past ten years.
Dr. Harkness received his M.A.
degree from the University of Southern California, 1948, and his
Phi) decree from Stanford. 1l457.

Near Sellout
Tickets for only two performances of the SJS Speech
and Drama production of "Mistress of the Inn" Jan. 18 and
19-- remain on sale. Tickets are
50 cents for SJS students and $1
for all others. The College Theater box office is open from 1
to 5 p.m.
The play will be presented
Friday and Saturday and Jan. 18
through 21 at 8:15 p.m. in the
Studio Theater. Solfr.
-

Fresh Meet
andidates for tiass office will
11,.r campaign speches tornorray el lit
tlic freshman class
Iiictts ii.’slut at 3:30 p.m.
itiaol Jones. class prcsident,
alltialonaal that general hush’,
Is id,. on the agenda.

Prof Reviews
Britis Book
AtTalkTod6y

Editor, Manager
Appointments Set
For ASB Meeting

.tiol -imply one who has a
Ju I.Q.. 0111. who gOeN to COI.
or OOP who has read many
I.yok.. bid the combined’
of
tiOngs."
. one who knows his ignor,e and takes measures to over"10 iii’, ignorance."
A person with knowledge and
Hcisianding of his relationship
,ociety and the world."
These varying definitions: of an
eirated man came from 24 S.IS
eineatnrs who were recently polled
oh campus.
Instnictors questioned on the
’"-,e’Y represented departments of
;»gical science, physics, educe.iv business, political science,
history, language and the
,manities.
DISCIPLINED MINI)
’An cultivated person is one who
his received good formal education
la the classics ... disciplined mind
thmugh training in subjects such
as language, mathematics . . "
amenityl one professor.
A majority of the professors felt
education per se mild not he
,Piired" in educational inst.’.
,,.ns
The whole question rests on
pidlonent," a philosophy inorl. He explained "a

j

John A. Barr, professor of
’mon at SJS, will be a menu-

In College Opera ’Cosi fan Tutte’
LOVE CONQUERS ALL

Y R Leader
ToTalk Here

Alfonso, that their two young
ladies, Flordiligi and Dorabella,
will prove inconstant.
CONSIDERED IMMORAL
The story was coniidered immoral for many years, and still is
by many. The fact that the ladies
succumb to strange men within 24
hours was considered extremely
unlikely but this fact was due to
the convention that the whole
plot of a comic opera of that time
had to occur within a single day.
"Cosi fan Tune- was meant as
I joke by Mozart and his librettist, Da Ponte. It is only a humorous saute on v. (amen.
Opera workshap members have
constructed the sets and made the
costumes to be used in the production.
tNBRom
;,t’ENERV
,! a
The scene’’’.
single set rept esenting a garden
and a living room of a home. No
breaks will be made to change
scenes: the performers will pa.ss
through into the area required.
Cast for Jan. 11 and 13 includes
James MacDonald. Ferrand o;
James Andersun, Guglielmo; Ernest Buder, Alfonso: Ruth Williamson, Fiordiligi: Brooke Shebley,
Dorabella; and Yvonne Tomasena,
DesThPeinac.ast for Jan. 12 and 14 includes Michael Chang and John
Gomez, Fernando; Walter Bekowies. Guglielmo; Robert Waterbury, Alfonso: Glenda Parker, Elordiligi; Linda Stones. Dorabella;
and Jo Bolander. Despina.
Erivtin C. Dunning, assistant professor of music, is director of the
opera workshop.
Assisting Mr. Dunning are Robert Madsen, assistant director:
Jeanne Tabscott. stage manager:
Pegi Di Bari. props: Glenda Parker, costumes; and Marilyn Beebe
and Bertha Swedenburg. pianists.

0
Final Oral
Bike Thieves
ea mg our omorrow Given ASB

of a college unit in party politic."’
Also on the agenda is a discussion of the coming state convenI.
tion. Miss Stone said it will be the
last meeting of the YRs before
the convention is held,
One other item will be the laying
. . person who has sonic educa- the liberal curriculum of colleges
The final oral interpretation Frost: Stephanie Kedian. ’’Ar.
tion is an educated person." The for students’ apathy and said he down of plans to present a 90 min - reading hour of the semester will rangement in Black and White" by
the
film
of
activities
in
color
ute
attitude
the
typical
whether
is
a
is
believes there
difference, he said,
be presented tomorrow front 3:30 Dorothy Parker.
John Hickman. ’’The Witch" by
person is "intellectually educated among students that college is a United Nations which recently was th 4:30 p.m. in the Studio Theater,
released.
"vacation school."
SD103, announced Mrs. Noreen Shirley Jackson; Abner G,.eene,
or manually trained."
Results of the ASB Judiciary
the
film,
said
president
The
YR
DEGREE ONLY
LaBorge Mitchell, assitant proles- "The Stolen Child" by W. B. Yeats;
"Every person should have one
hearings last Thursday on three
j Marcia Gordon. "The Elephant
A history professor claimed area where he is proficient; hut "Power Among Men." will be sor of speech.
bicycle thefts were announced yes there is no way to "obtain" an ed- he should also possess knowledge shown to the public soon.
Reading literary selections will ’ Cutlet" by Ludwig Bemelmans: terclay by Dean (if Students Stanonly
ucation at an institution
common In all," a secondary edube students from the oral inter- , Anne Kissack, selected poems; and ley ( . Benz.
way to accents, a degree.
cation professor said.
pretation classes of Dr. Courtaney ’ One of the stodents, who admitspeversus
Concerning liberal
What about the school ., .,i -1’. Brooks, associate professor of ’ . Master of All Masters," an anony- ted to stealing four bicycles. was
,
cialized education, 19 of the eduspeech; lb:, Dorothy S. "ndioy.lmous ENnAgslisffh
A professtir of histpr, .
suspended from the college
SELECTION
cators queried’ favoreel liberal edu- SJS for having too Medi ",e’
associate profes.sor of nipeeell and
The remaining two students. who
The program also will include
cation. Five felt liberal arts was specialization" and cited Oxford
education; and Dr. Lawrence H.
the reading of Ogden Nash s
e admitted stealing one hike each,
not the key to the door of oppor- I and Cambridge as examples of the
Mouat, professor of speech.
I Mother Tongue" in unison by 18 were placed on college pmhation
tunity.
best type of sehool system.
for a period of one year.
PROGRAM OPEN
oral interpretation students,
The basic criterion is "aware’HARVARD REST’
The program is open to the stu-1 The 18 are Beverly Cochrane,
"These two students were asked,
ness," an associate profesor of hisrhe California Agricultural dent body.
Gordon, and they agreed, to do live hours
As to the best college in the
1Gerald Dein. Marcia
tory said. adding. "The man who
will be the topic of thel Readers and their selections are: I Daniel Harrington. Della Kahn. per week of service or work to the
has the right to he specialized is U.S., the professor claimed that Worker’
eighth program in the TASC eduJoyce Davidson. "Good Morning.1Grene, Oswald, Miss Kis-sack, Miss college for the balance of the
the man who is aware of problems, Harvard ranks tops because it
cational series tomorrow at 3:30 Num Dm.e., by Frances Patton: ’ Lewis, Carel Ottinger. Sandra school year." said Dean Benz.
is sensitive and able to evaluate attracts the brightest students and
affords the best opportunity for p.m. in cafeteria rooms A and B, Margaret Main, "Shropshire Lad" Reese, George Riggle, Sandra San- "This is a continual reminder that
the world around him."
according to Ben Zlataroff. TASC by A. E. Houseman; Charles Roth, r eters. Wendy Vocke, Eugene Vol- this type of activity is not to be
Pointing a finger at some spe- intelligent student discussion.
education chairman.
"The Road Not Taken" and "A lucci, Carolyn Ward, Kate Winter- condoned."
Comparing America’s education cialized fields, a history professor
Louis Kraimork, public relations Considerable Speck" by Robert ,steen and Edwina Young.
Parents of the individuals were
remarked. "Ask chemists or physi- al system to that of the Soviet
director for the AFL-CIO agriofficially notified by registered
cists if recently they have seen a Union. a professor of physics ascultural worker organizing commail and a receipt of reply regood play, read a weed book or serted that "they (Rossia have
mittee of Stockton, will speak On
quested. The students %sere given
their troubles, too. Their system
seen an art exhibit."
Agricult lira!
California
the opportunity to notify the parCONCENTRATED LEARNING is geared for their society and OM’S "The
Worker: His Problem anal the Unents beforehand.
Opposing this view, a physics is geared for a democratic type."
II,.
\I
,IINI
I
II
I:\
I
I
I’,
i
tut
0111.15
OF
itSITY
ion’s Solution."
profesor maintained (hal "more lle added that America will imThe series is open to all interi’’, Ne41 : Jtaients who lirokc the I
A l’ili:‘, ’ ,, .’ i ’i
concentrated learning- anti more prove its educational system only’
versity of Georgia’s 173
-old segregation harriers with a hal ’ ’
by improving what we already ested students and faculty.
emphasis on "the family as well
of legal tnaneuvers returned to the campus yesterday
i
as the community will lead to be- have.
1
C
e Hunter,harlaynH
IA. and amilton 110 1111 M 19, drove from
coming educated."
"Ninety -lice’ per rent of the edn.
thoir Atlanta homes to the campus here after Federal Judge
A humanities professor blamed culled people in the United States
%V. A. Bootle In Macon, Bs.. signed an order rostralning state
on The rase against the hoi:are Democrats and the other S per
.
officials from following a 1936 segregation law requiring that
mitre on tin -American activities
cent are eccentric," an English
funds for the school he cut off the minute it is integrated.
I will he presented by TASC memprofessor quipped.
her Jack Pockman Thursday durThose who share in Co-Roc’s
NO TAX CUTSRgowN
DISSATISFACTION
funtime activities tonight at 7:30
SACRAMENTO’ UP11- Vim. Edmund O. Brown said yesterday . ing a Wesley foundation lunch The educators’ opinions of to- In the Women’s gym will witness a there is no room for a substantial reduction in state taxes this year. eon which begins at 12T:0 p.m
Open to the public. the 33 rent
her if the commit,. Dr. Dusel day’s educational picture indicated "surprise" special event. Usually
Brown t0111 It news conference that legklatork proposing
luncheon will be in the Wesley
said. He is scheduled to inspect a dissatisfaetion. Some of the cdii- named . the title theme has been
t ax cuts should wait until they see his propesed budget for
kept secret this week, hut usual
foundation lounge, 205 F.. Santa
special area, that of "general pupil ,ator, sairl that:
19f11-62 uhieh u-iil he sithmitted Jan. 2h.
today’s students are pas ies
tivitcal iw
he held, says Karen
personnel services."
flrowth of the slate plus rising imemploymeni and prison p.m:- CI’," 81
Knots, poblicity: chairman.
1 .1nlin rotslafson, president of
l’S(’ periodically undergoes ads- sat c. ’eon to he apeithrt
Winn make sizable tax reductions impractical. Brown said.
le
le:elm-or, ad.
SIllifflehoard
high schools shoot,’ heel tip
t",riN el .-ind Rostrum, stated
ereditation pmeerbire in order to
IA’,
TO
RELAX
STUDENT
STEALS
I (IOW for IICUA and against the
gain recognition with the NattonI their programs in speepilization." ’lit on for the sesion as well an.
student
honor
California
(UPI’
University
of
BERKELEY
-A
"... elementary and high schools 4-square, badminton, ping pong,
I San Francisco demonstrations at
Council for Accreditation of Teach told police yesterday he embarked on a shoplifting and hurglarry
movies and dancing.
a Wesley meeting last wek,
er Education, and the state depart- are failing the nation."
studies.
his
during
relaxation
as
a
form
of
spree
"As a student body committee.
". . . colleges should be divorced
Gustafson’s speech was followed
ment of education.
go
to
the
moviett."
saki
Victor
R.
to
eouldn’t
afford
"We
Co-Rec is designed to let all stuwith a heated question anti answer
The inspection team is comprised from trade schools."
and
mind
got
tired
of
Just
using
my
Sagis,
18,
Millville,
N.J.,
".. . the community and college dents relax during the week," says
session, and spokesmen say more
of specialists in teacher education
se when I’d lake a walk to internipt my studies. I stole and
of the same will he on tap Thursfrom schools throughout the state, must instill enthusiasm in the stu- , Miss Knuts. ASH cards are the
recreation."
hroke into places as a kind of
i only admission fee needed.
dents to educate themselves."
day when Poekman spealv,
Dr. Dead stated.

Pres. Wahlquist Heads Group
For Inspection of USC Facilities
.t’ Wahluoisi will
teacher -education accrediiroi 10am to inspect the Uni5ty t4 Southern California’s
- this week,
illiam .1. Dose!, vier-presi’ l"ported that the president
named chaitman of the state
’11 of education’s visitation
:intim to "evaluate programs
facilities for preparing teach-

NO. 59

Inconstancy of Women Proved

By DEANNE BOOMER
Mozart’s opera is being sung by
A novel by a young English w,iFine Arts Editor
the opera workshop tonight
man which caused British literary
A. gallant eighteenth century through Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in
lions literally to turn handsprings comedy, meaningless except as a Concert Hall. Tickets are on sale
in praise, will be I eviewed today diversion, purposeless except to at the Concert Hall box office.
in cafeteria rooms A and B at prove the inconstancy of woman,
The story involves a bet between
12:30 p.m.
"Cosi fan Tulle" will open tonight two young lovers, Ferrando and
Sybille Bedfords7 "A Legacy," for a four-night rii
Guglielmo, and an old bachelor,
is the book. Aldous ("Brave New
World") Huxley roared the loudest.
Apw,irttiwIltI -tilts--, awl busiMrs. Marion K. Richards. foreign
ness managers oP the Spartan student adviser and part-time
Daily and Lyke, campus feature member of the English department,
magazine, is slated for today’s will review the work.
Student Council meeting, 2:30 p.m.,
"A Legacy" concerns western
in the College Union, temporary Europespecifically Germany 50
chairman Stan Stevens announced. years before World War I. It
Also on the agenda, he said, is traces the lives of two prominent
an "informal discusion" on the families: one Jewish, the other
ASB Judiciary, including a report Cat holic.
on the "criteria determining which I The book’s major conflict arises
names shall be withheld and which when the wealthy Catholic scion
not" in cases brought before the mimics the daughter of the Jewish
board.
family.
POLICY CHANGES
"An interesting, odd, and unASB Executive Secretary Brent classified book," said Huxley, "at
Davis will present a "series of once historical novel and study of
proposed recommendations for character, a collection of brilliantchanges in policy and membership ly objective portraits."
The San Francisco Chronicle’s
of student -faculty committees,"
Donovan Bess, who reviewed the
Stevens stated.
A financial report on the ap- novel after its publication in 1957
pearance on campus Nov. 9, 1960 said that "A Legacy" came
of the Dixieland jazz group "Fire- highly recommended, he feared it
house Five plus Two" will be pre- v.ould be disappointing. It "is not,"
sented by the social affairs corn- :said reviewer Bess.
mittee.
Campus problems commit I ec
will report on its findings regarding a student placement off
"minimum wage."
LEGISLATION ITEM
Graduate representative Gar
Clemens, who placed the item beMrs. Jane St. Clair, who is colfore the Council last week, will
phoi. I., Ism I et..
present an item of legislation be- lege coordinator for Young Repub- ;
fore the Council regarding place- Henn units in the area, will be! VOWING HIS LOVE, Jim Anderson
Guglielmo, receives
ment office practices concerning guest speaker at tomorrow’s meet disapproving looks from Jim MacDonald as Ferrando and adorstudents with college or state ing of the SJS Young Republicans
ing glances from Linda Stones as Dorabella in the opera workshop
A133.
p.m.
in
for
7:30
slated
credentials,
teaching
production of "Cosi fan Tuft." to open tonight in Concert Hall.
Liz Stone. president of the YR _
group. said Mrs. St. Clair will dis-

SJS Educators Have Varying
Concepts About ’Educated Man’
)ts

Rally Committee

Punishment

TASC To Present
Agent from AFL-C10
Agricultural Union

world wire

Surprised’ Event
Slated for Co-Rec

HCUA Discussion
Set for Wesley
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Student Government
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Secretary Brent Davis has announced a
ASB
major reiirg;itot.iiOrn id’ the Asstsjated Student Body committees
As or I he twee year all Associated St udent Body ’commitIt
that haee had student body funds entrusted to them and perform
services to the student body are being required to submit weekly
progress reports which will be printed in the Spartan Daily each
Wednesday. When a committee chairman fails to make the report
’ for two consecutive weeks it will be considered that something
other than sera ice to the student body is the motivation, such as
personal recognition, etc.

BY Pctc Ku.ei-1

The

The P2iii‘ltil lit’ secretary gave as purposes the following state.
ment. While embodying priociples of a democratic representative
goveriunent, it was deemed necessary by the executive branch of
the student gosernment that the activities of the government should
be made directly known and therefore responsible to the students.
It is also felt that those students who unselfishly sacrifce their
time fur the benefit of the school should be given the proper recognition and as much support as possible.
The support necessary for making the ideals of represenative
government a dynamic reality can only come from the student
body as a whole. For instance, if you are not’ familiar with the
progress, the difficulties and esen the failures of student government then it is to be expected that you would not intelligently
support your only form of representative government on his campus. Without the thinking support of the majority of’ the students,
representative government can not be a dynamic reality, and this
in turn %timid indicate that collectively we had failed to meet the
, challenges and responsibilities inherent to our freedoms and life’s
ideais
If see eerti isolationist or had isolated minds it would be no
surprise that see would little worry about our freedoms much less
the posture of our government; since anyway we are generally
well red mat prosperous. But being college students sometimes
makes it lilcult to escape the knowledge of our present and future
. position of i at least’ mural leadership among the community of
nations. Nesertheless most of us manage to escape by combinations
of worshiping hooks, or social life, or ourselves. It is frightening to
observe that a large majority of graduating college students are
either, or both, apathetic arid cynical tovards our present system
of representative government.
There are a number of excuses for one’s failure to take an
active and constructise interest in government. They run the
’ gamut from the "I don’t know anything about it" type, to the
"Gripe but do nothing" type, to the "Where is the panty" type. If
we continually give in to excuses we eventually cut ourselves
off front responsibilities. Cowardice toward responsibility always
leads to fatalism interrupted by moral guilt. On the other hand a
resrninsibility is as great is
,t An,
sincere interest ties ard
goal at: one could set.

GRACE BALL
SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE
Ban Francisco by
the Golden Gate
Executive Secretarial Course
for College and University womes
NEXT ENROLLMENT DATE
FEBRUARY 6, 1961
lend for College Cololoq
625 Sutter St, corner Powell
Ban Francisco 2
EX 2-5232

--TYPEWRITERglam
RENTALS
LOW, LOW STUDENT RATE

3 Month’.
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00

GitoWTH AND GREATNESS
Yet, as our history books. tell us, the Civil War marks a memorable phase in the Growth and Greatness of America. I think.
Life magazine, in the first of a six -part series this week, shows
us why this gallant, bloody, nonsensical struggle is so important
to our Heritage.
For one thing, the War Between the States’ brought out the
best in Mr. Lincoln.
Where would Ford be without him? I mean, who would want
to drive a Douglas"
For those of you north of the Mason-Dixon line, Life’s cover
shows a horde of Blue-clad patriots hacking up a sneaky bunch of
dirty -grey dressed Rebs.
For those of you south of the M -D line it shows a group of
vastly outnumbered, heroic, silver-grey clad Southerners repelling
an endless mass of blue-faced and blue-clothed Yankee invaders.
For those of you who may be horses, Life’s cover shows other
horses being hacked up and generally victimized by both groups
of warriors.
Life is lucky most horses have limited purchasing power; because if I were a horse. I would cancel my subscription.
Written directly above this very historical painting on- the
cover. is:
TOE CIVIL WAR

Records scheduled for today’s
library concert from noon to
1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Bach: Double concerto for
two violins and orchestra
Strauss Death and Transfiguration. symphonic poem.
CHECK THE SPELLING
HOUSTON. Tex. LTD Dr.
Roy A Crouch, child psychologist
and marriage counselor on the
University of Houston faculty, has
received literature for years from
a book publisher in Dallas, but
has never placed a single order
with the firm.
"And I never will." Dr. (Watch
added, "until they stop sending
mail to me addressed ’Dr. Roy A.
Grouch."
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A Nes% six -part Series on Our
Nation’s Dieodiest Drama
I always thought "Hamlet" was the bloodiest drama I have
ever seen. But, Shakespeare was English, and Mr. Luce lit very
pro-American. Maybe "Drama" means war.
And it it does. I have a candidate for the bloodiest drama.
Namely, the’ Second World War,

Library Concert

N18
or $7.00 per month

Typewriter

The Uncivil War
One hundred
isi6 for those of you who flunked
the pre-admission math test people of the south became unhappy
with Yankee oppressors.
It became so bad. Ford stopped making Lincolns: it seemed
the name had lost the high -type brand image Ford counted on fur
sales.
At that time, the south was important to our economy.
Southerners grew so angry, they revolted. The conflict was
known as the Civil War. This is someselhat of a phenomenon, since
there. was a distinct lacking of civility between the Rebel and
Yankee f aet 11111S.

EVERYONE LOOKS AT tart:
An oddity I’ve noticed about Life is that no one reads the
magazine. Watch someone flip the pages and you’ll notice that they
only peruse Life. What I mean, is that people Look at Lifeat
the nice pretty pictures of other people getting killedbut since
the word "Look" might come under the heading of an unfortunate
choice. I used "peruse."
Especially now, what with Life devoting sections of six issues
to the Civil War, people will look only at pictures.
The Jan. 6 edition begins the series with "Deeds of Glory."
To follow this week will be "Great Battles," and then "Soldier’s
Life." Exclusive stuff!
Actually, there is one thing about the Civil War that always
intrigued me. It is the only war in American history where there
are no foreign usurpers. Therefore, to avoid marring the chaste
image of America for grade school and high school, both sides in
the Civil War receive equal blame and credit.
The South is proud of its role. Look across the country this
year, and you’ll see the biggest and long-winded and most tradition -lined commemorations taking place in Dixie

Thrust and Parry
Student Gives Reply
To Existence Theory
(Part Two)
Professor Illoclunares optimism that entropy may cyclically.
mechanistically approach the
minimum is not shared by Professor Virgil M. Faires; in his
widely used volume, "Applied
Thermodynamics," revised edition. page 36, he writes as follow’s:
"Observe that, since all actual processes a.re irreversible
in some respect, the entropy
of the universe is steadily increasing . . . The conclusion
derived from this degradation
of energy is that when the
entropy of the universe reaches maximum, all available
energy will have been degraded into unavailable energy,
and motion and life will have
ceased to exist."
As recently as 1955, Professor
Van Wyk, head of the department of mechanical engineering
at the University of Michigan,
had a practice of using two lecture periods Bitch year to point
out that the’ second law cannot
with justification be considered
reversible, thus implying that
the universe must inevitably
reach an end.
Clausius, Lord Kelvin. and
Max Planck appear to be equally
positive of the irreversibility of

-Sea Print Show
In I.A. Building
An exhibit of original marine
prints from the private collection
of Edward Carmick, associate professor of engineering, is being
held in the foyer of the Industrial
Arts building. both main and second floor, until Jan. 14.
The collection is original prints
and ships drawings dating from
1790 to 1840. They comprise copper plate engravings, lithographs,
colored aquatints. and chrome
prints. Included in the collection
is the original naval architectural
drawing made in 1812 of Its
U.S.S. Washington, first ship of
the line in the American Navy.
Prints from this collection are
to be shown at Stanford Museum
next month.

Gavel and Rostrum east,.
this semester Because
seemed to trio a very
sista: reception given a,
I have ciaitiraiest
,
my request s
another topis
upon by Gavel and It, ’tit:
president. I would not Is.
personally eager to speak
Gavel and Rostrum unless .
that it has recently been
jecting the student body to 4
series of drab, unoriginal.
and
juvenile speeches.
I wish to correct one false ins
pression Possibly eoen by 1st;
story of Jan. 9. My views wets
in no way related to those
Karl Prussian.
Dr. Cartnick’s reported offer
to become Gavel and Rostrum’s
adviser because the campus
needs a "rightist faction" bodis
ill for the future of Gavel and
Rostrum. Gavel and Rostrum
is not, according to its constitn.
tion, a faction politically, re.
ligiously, ticially, or any other
way. The health of an orgara,
tion devoted to free exchanse
of ideas and opportunities rgr
all students to engage in public
speaking activities is dependent
on a freedom lions am den.
logical fetters imposed by
ganizat ion officials.
Whatever the future iif Gavel
and Rostrum may be. I urge its
officials to find some nett issues
for discussion. Surely, there in
some saturation point r,,en when
praising the house cernmittee
on un-American actisitirs.
Frank J. Kearhil
ASIR 1105141

the second law. Albert Einstein,
as reported by Lincoln Barnett
in he: book -The Universe and
Dr Einstein," held that
-The universe is progressing
Inward an illt i II) a I e ’heat
death,’ or as it is technically
defined. a condition of ’maxi.
mum entropy’ . . . when .
all the processes of nature will
cease . . .
3. When those who engage in
pure conjecture escape into the
vast reaches of time, space, and
probability, it becomes, rather
difficult to pursue them. Such
conjecture could impale all human knowledge on the stake of
relativism; it would render scientific progress dumb and inoperative and transform the
scientific community into an irrational Wonderland like that
into which Alice inadvertently
fell.
Dennis S. Crane
ASH 15117

Commends Craig’s
Resignation Decision
Eorroit
dation of Dr. Herbert Craig’s
decision to resign as faculty adviser for Gavel and Rostrum.
as reported in the Spartan
Daily of Jan. 9, 1961. This undoubtedly painful decision for
Dr. Craig reflects only favorably upon his personal integrity
and his devotion to the ideals
of his profession and the constitution of Gavel and Rostrum.
I am grateful for his appre\I. iind,r
ciation of the Ilk I

Opera Workshop Production
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COSI FAN TUTTE
By MOZART
(T. Be Sung in Englkii).
Jan, 11, 12, 13, and 14
Box Office Open 1-5 Deily
Concert Hall Lobby, Music Bldg.
$1.00 General Ad-

50c SJSC Students

* Ask the man who owns one ...

7orre

lu

LIFE OR LIFE
Now turn the coin around and see if Germany goes out of its
way to remember World War II. How enthralled does Spain become in observance of the defeat-of the Armada by the English?
Maybe the South is proud of being a loser. And undoubtedly,
Life magazine will sell big in the land where moss is only one thing
which hangs from trees.
By the way, the main reason for my article is a contest Lifr
is running for college columnists.
The prize is a $12.50 book, "Wonders of Life on Earth." Which
is just what I’ve always wanted.
My only question is: is the book on life or Life.

A

Art Gallery Shows African Sculpture
A collection of antique West
African sculpture is on display
in the Art gallery of the Art
The sculpture, originally assembled by the Segy Gallery of
New York, consists largely of
liturgical pieces associated with
healing, fertility, divination, or-

124

deal, initiation, burial and ancestor worship.
The pieces come from a wide
area: Liberia, Belgian Congo,
Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Sudan,
Rhodesia and Ghana.
The show runs through Jan.
30. The gallery hours are 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m weekdays and 1:15 to
5 p.m. Sundays.
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When things get too close for comfort*

MI PIZZA PIIIMAM

ENTERTAINMENT!
Every Friday

BRING YOUR DATE

Saturday

Sunday

ENJOY THE FUN!

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 8 P.M. to 1 A.M.
SUNDAYS 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.

MusicSongsPizza!

Old Spice Stick Deodorant brings you safe.
sure, all -day protection.
Better than roll-ons that skip.
Better than sprays that drip.
Better than wrestling with creams thol
are greasy and messy.

To Order Pizza "to go"

CALL CL 1-3310
Simple Simon P.na .s made with the finest wholesom
ingredients and features 7 OF THE WORLD’S FINEST
CHEESES Call ahead for your -TekeOur Pine . . .
1897
ALUM ROCK AVE.

your best friends won’t tell you...
but your opponents will!

FREE
PARKING
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PIASTK CASE
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-Winter Not Resting ’Spartans Skin Wildcats in ’61 Wrestling Opener
on SJS Reputation
Outclassed Chico Stale Falls, 23-/3,

II% GAR)!
coach
track
01..1.If any ttttt
, -ting on his
Boll Win ter is
San I o -e State’s rep
laurel,’ and
cinder path power,
illation as a
think coming.
then. ha%i another
team was
Vinter’s traik
the nut ion last
rankeil fifth in one dual meet
Ion losing only
champions
to Kansas’ NCAA
point
but this Is not
assistthough to satisfy last year’s
mentor in the Rome
ant ITS. spike
OlyinPiel
was downright
In fact, Winter
dnppuitited. For the previous sea track and field
um the Spartan
aggregation was runner-up to naKansas.
tional cluunnion
Foremost in Winter’s mind is
bringing sprint supremacy back to
Disheartened by
the Vaned States.
America’s failure in the recent
Olympiad, Winter is not just conback to the US.,
tent to bring it
on making San
but is dead set

Football Awards
Tuesday
Banquet
Slat(’ football players

fosc
wit he honored Tuesday night at
710 in the SJS cafeteria, as part
of the annual gridiron awards banquet.
Highlighting the affair, athletic
publicity director Art Johnson will
present a trophy to the college’s
’Athlete of the Year."

l’ALNIF:tt
.Jose’s sprint and sprint relay supremacy world-wide.
His eyes always open for new
ideas, Winter said, "I picked up
a lot of things in Rome which I
know will help us. I take it as a
personal thing to return sprint
supremacy to the US."
The San Jose track mentor gave
several good examples to baek his
statement.
"Our sprinters," and the Spartans boast some of the nation’s
fastest, "have adopted the now
famous
start, made prominent by Germany’s Armin nary,"
Winter informed us.
"After careful study of moving
pictures of the start, we adopted
a number of its phases. In fact,
after telling one of our slowest
sprinters how to utilize it, he beat
one of our fastest."
Another Winter innovation this
year will be in the sprint relays.
For the Spartans, the sprint relays are destined to become an
International event. "We’ve adopted the English sprint pass, the
German pick-up of the baton, and
Russian vocal signals," Winter
said.
If San Jose is not a power when
the track and field season officially gets under way in mid-February,
Winter will not be to blame. As
he said before, "With me it’s a
personal issue

By PETE SHAW
I bs lo point.5,1111
gin 10-1
hefore the action of fici..11, -1.Irt
etil, ’sant Jose !stale t!.
wrestlisrs 11.111 III/ trouhle
ing of jim .1111.1.1Wil I Ili. in t it,’
p.111..11
mat tiam
gym Ins a 2313 11.,1111.
The will kicked oil the 1%1 ,1.:11
meet seamai for Hugh Muniby’s
Spartans. as II1I gave :1/1111111.1.VidefICI.
why they won the Northern (Talilornia Collegiate tourney lust December by taking five strairb’
matches from the Wildcats, fo
of them via pins.
Yesterday’s matches served
mumsup for the Spartans’
night tneet with the
!California in Spartan gym
Slated to start at 7:30 lira
the Cal -SUS fray will match no
Spartans against s
of tin.
heat wrestling siersonnel to hit
the Berkeley I.:11111/114 in several
years.

FOLLOW THE FAKEAnd Santa Clara’s Leroy Jackson (14)
did, as Spartan scoring leader Joe Braun (32) feinted and hooked
for two points in Saturday’s loss.

Big Five Cage Quotes

Twogood rojans Grew Up’;
Herrerias We’re Still in It"

DARBY O’GILL
ICE PALACE
JACK PALANCE--ROBERT RYAN
THE 39th STEP

1’1
:southern Ealifoniia’s hasketkill
NI;ELES
raieil into the Big Five lead. Ina qtryrisingl%
Forrest l’wogood ‘Al exeited he actually ehillIN 110 iii
1.1a,ing on California’, home court a situation dreaded bus ,a
illl 11.161.11.
era 1111119f 1.11:11’11
nig in th..1
said \h.’,
. realls enjoy
siclotic- 115er Ole
hi- team.- K.,
+,
before
at Berkeley. The remark
the Southern California basketball
writers luncheon brought a look
iif puzzlement from Twogood’s
ciaAstown coaching rival, Joh,’
Wooden of UCLA.
(’SC’s Friday night win
An
snapped a 26 -game home win- V
ning streak for the Bears. and
Stu Inman’s Spartan varsity.
Wooden, whose Bruins haven’t
still looking for its first WCAC
won at Berkeley in four years,
win after a weekend loss to Santa
was just busting to find out
Clara, takes oft the league’s "doorTwogood’s secret.
mat- --tlw University of the Pa"We grew up over the weekend,"
cific--Saturday night in Stockton.
Twogood said. "Everyone suddenThe 8:15 varsity hassle will be
ly played well at once. Yes, it was
preceded by a 6:15 fray between
a real team accomplishment.
Danny Glitters impressive Spartan
Wooden was more restrained as
frosh and the Tiger yearlings.
preBrains,
his
why
he explained
CTOP, also 0-1 in league t
season favorites in the Big FiV(’,
after a 71-3S setback to the
managed only a split in the con1. .
Broncos in the loop opener.
ference opening series against
week, aren’t con.sidered too por....,
Washington.
bust Inman warns that the Tiv
"On Friday night we shot worse
are always capable of a win .11
13
in
my
team
than any other
their home court.
years of codthing at UCLA."
Th.Big gun for the Stocktons
Wooden said. The Bruins, upset
versatile Ken Stanley. on wh,
by the Hoskies, hit only 10 of 61
shoulders lie coach Van Swe.
shots from the floor.
hopes for victory.
Caliof
Iferrerias
Belle
Coach
He is among the top five scol
fornia. whose California Bears
in the nation with a 25.5 avei a,
streak
losing
two
ganie
a
carried
including a couple of plus -30
onto the floor against Stanford
bursts.
Northern
the
at
said
last night,
Despite Stanley’s potency. the
that
luncheon
cage
f’alifornia
Tigers are not a real tough club
Five
Big
the
in
MIt
still
his team
’because they have to depend on
race.
him for half their offense.
four
lose
can
a
club
think
"I
Sweet recently said that if Stan win
yet
and
league
in
this
:tames
doesn’t hit for betwen 25 and
ley
I he title," I ferrerias said. "And I I :In
in a game the Bengal. are gi
mink we have. a chance. hut we’ll
"’teedof a
NI’
team el I
Ill ’cii more help from is ii- bench."
_
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team,

WE WOULO LIKE TO INVITE
YOU TO COME TO
SAN JOSE’S FINEST RESTAURANT
WHERE THE EXCELLENT CUISINE,

Varsity, Yearlings
Meet UOP Tigers
Stockton Court

QUIET ATMOSPHERE AND UNEXCELLED,
SERVICE WILL LIFT YOU TO A
NEW HIGH
IN EATING ENJOYMENT

al.).ANNON’S

$4121 BOUTS rtatETT ITTREET AT ALMA

THERE IS STILL TIME
to

RENT
a typewriter or adding machine
before finals.
ALL MODELS

ALL MAKES
Special Student Rates

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
New+ to Cal Book Store

124 E. San Fernando

Free Perking

Free Delivery
CY 3:5283

IT

NEW AUTO INSURANCE
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED

SKI
HEADQUARTERS
...in the
!ANTA CLARA

VA

11

If you’re serious about skiing ... and want
swoon attention paid to your own
personal equipment raquiremant
skis, bindings, poles, boots,
clothesplaoso stop in.
We know skiing ... and
spacialiro in helping you select
equipment that’s right
for yout

Cope -Mc Phetres
66 W San Anton.

CY 5 2939

first round in the 147 Ili/11111f
14/.1.6k.
San Jose’s Jerry Nelson let the
second-round clock reach zero at
the same instant he pinned Chiw’s
1<en fiarris in Hie 157 pound class
The Steart:III:;’ Fred Yrtiet a
I tailed
1.101AII-IllIkli.-%4
pintrick
the 167 pound clus,
ning the Wildcats’ Clyde Vorrt-si
after three minutes had elapsed
Bernie Slate, a 177 pound class
entrant who was one
Murtiby’s
sea,lurable perfor

Savings up to $120 on automobile
insuranc is now common for married men under 25 veers of ege
with the California Casualty In
damnify Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessi..
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M, Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and Causes
fewer accidents," said Campbell
’Therefore, he is entitled to rates
tor mature drivers."
For example: A married ITIes. age
22 with Bodily Injury Liabil,ty
510/20,000, Property Damage
$5.000 and Medical $500 pay.
about $157 year with most
wrance companies. With
fermis Casuelty he would pay
about 90 Ism $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
saves bout
E.
with the
dsange. (Other coverages wol-,
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even /,
married men and women 11511
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent,
Cell or write for full inierreefioa
io George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 9
1741 (day & nit.)

1!.171 campaign on
hi,. pinning Chico’
Joe Kurtz in 2:30 of the second
round.

Baseballers Meet
Vii sill, and trosh baseball flun’limli, 55411
with res.peetive
coaches 1...1 Sobezak and Bill Gustafson 1,114y III MG201
The frost’ prosp.s.is will gather
:t’..0
The ,.arNity
meting :1 T 1/ In

DID YOU KNOW
or4L15
STUDY DAYS

THERE APE

1
1
1

TILL FINAL EXAMINATIONS?

Sun Jose forfeits in the I
130 pound classes gave t’I,L
10-0 lead yesterday before ioiucIt on got under way, tau the Sp:,
tans had little difficulty making
1
the deficit,
San Jose’s Bob Lopez earned r
three-point decision over Don 11.4
vis of the Wildcats in the

COME IN TODAY AND
GET YOUR FREE
FINALS SCHEDULE
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SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
S. First & Alma

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Alma & Almaden
BUTTERFIELD 8
ELIZABETH TAYLOR-EDDIE FISHFP
"WHERE THE HOT WIND BLOWS"
GINA lOLLOBRIGIDA

As San Jose Records 5 Wins in Row

COURTESY OF

Leroy Stewart, an S.1S junior
who sat out last season but
wrestled for Hamby in 19:13,
scored the cask-st s’, in of the afternoon when he pinned Date
KIISs.,t% of Chico in 1:30 of tile

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
RIGHT ON CAMPUS
emƒ=1.-

Your Car’s Best Pal...
Yager & Silva Shell
Diamonds are a girl’s best friend,
gentlemen prefer blonds and .

E $
LOV
cosSkS
V

Bring Yours to YAGER & SILVA
for Gasoline and Service
YOU BENEFIT FROM OUR 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
You Get These Free Service Checks
With Every SHELLUBRICATION
f. BRAKES
2. STEERING
3. LIGHTS
4. SHOCKS

5,
6,
7,
IL

TIRES
TRANSMISSION
DIFFERENTIAL
FAN BELT

YAGER

9. BATTERY
10. CRANKCASE
11 RADIATOR

SILVA

2$ Years
Serving
State Students

Perking
Paden.
Rees

CORNER 4TH

&

SAN

FERNANDO
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S.F. Dock Has Newman Club
Whale Trouble To Attend Mass
, In San Francisco

Econ Prof Plans
Speech for AMA

Dr. Frank Meissner, a_ssistar.’.
professor of economics, will speak,
to members of the American Mar,.:,CO
.
.
The threat ,.1 an economic ,has never filed with this office
keting assn. tomorrow.
’ slump and population rises to -diz- before." He spoke of American
humane society employe fired 13
club will attend a
The talk, part of the AMA’s zy heights only spurs the college !Railway Express whose interviews
rifle shots into a 20 -foot grey
Catholic Russian rite Mani Sunplacement office to better and will appear on campus later this
whale trapped under a pier yes- day at 10 a.m. in Our Lady of nsonthly meeting, will be given in
I
the Friendship room of the First more efficient service. And, ac- spring.
terday in a sant attempt to de- ’Fatima church. 20th ave. in San
"In spite of evidence of recesFederal Saving and Loan building cording to recent reports, new
stroy the mammal. The rifleman Francisco,
at 50 N. First st. The meeting job offers are pouring in every sion. we will still be able to place
I
Those going are scheduled to will begin at 7 p.m. An announce- day.
a large percentage of students
sent for armor-piercing bullets.
meet at 8:15 a.m. Sunday at NewDr. Clements reports that the because of contacts in the field,"
ment by the club asked interested
James N. Brown. SPCA superman hall. The public is invited. persons to use the Second st. Placement Service positioned a Dr. Clements assured those gradintendent, expressed fear that
according to Joan Harshaw, pubtotal of 6.611 students last year uating in February.
entrance to the building.
blood from the wounded whale
lic relations chairman.
-Holiday activity didn’t seem
,ending September 1960, in job
would attract sharks to the scene
addition
Meissner.
in
Professor
A Russian rite mass is basically,
areas of their choice and the em- quite as lively this year," he
at pier 50 on the San Francisco
duties,
is
a
conto
his
teaching
. flee same as a Roman Catholic,
ployers’ list is growing each se- added, "but of course, students
waterfront.
mass, only the language a n d sultant to the Stanford Research mester.
can spread all the way up and
be
"Low
will
His
topic
institute.
SPCA employe Raymond Min- format is changed. Club members;
down the Peninsula during vacaCOMPANY ADDED
Wages
Abroad
-Threat
or
Op:
ton pumped seven shots into the at Newman hall should be con"We added a fine new company’ tion; there’s no commuting probthrashing mammal after it be- tacted by those who plan to at - portunity."
!hit lem."
last’meek . he s.
came trapped when it swam be. tend.
Election of officeis for t he
EMPLOYERS HAPPY
tween the pilings Monday night
spring semester will precede the
he
employers,
reports
Most
SPCA officials decided there s
talk. All interested students ar.
were "happy with the quality of
no way to free the whale,
invited.
students we sent out. We also got
favorable comments from new
The whale withstood the :
Want some good practical exseven shots, and Minto had to
perience in photojournalism? centers, such as Valley Fair and
after more shells. But six more
students interested in joining Town and Country Village."
SANTA
BARBARA.
Calif
"Our main problem is students
shot failed to destroy the mamthe publications photo staff next
. (LTD - A collection of 20 rare
mal and Minton sent for armorsemester are invited to contact who take jobs and fail to show
oil paintings by 15th and 17th
up," he noted. "Of course this has
piercing bullets.
Prof. .1. B. Woodson. JournalCentury masters as been loaned’
either an adverse effect on us, because
(4-81,
ism
building
Brown said the whale was to the University of California’s;
Bruce Porch. g-iaduate student
companies. then don’t want to
Thursday or Friday. 1:30 to 3
trapped in a maze of pilings un- Santa Barbara campus.
in occupational therapy of Stanpin. The photo staff provides send us jobs,’,’ he said.
der the pier.
The prized collection belongs to ford university, will discuss aphaDr. Clements listed curtailing
tot:crag(’ for Spartan Daily. La
However. the end of the whale Francis Minturai Sedgwick, who
sia, the impairment of speech. at
the students use of the see.
Torre. and Lyke, as a laborawould not mean the end of the has hinted the paintings may
today’s meeting at the O.T. Clu’r
as one action "to prevent ruin’ tory activity.
problem.
If they shoot the find a permanent home on the
Grace Jacobson, president s a i .
future jobs."
whale," a steamship spokesman campus. If so, university chiefs
today.
said earlier.
they’ll still have a say, it will be the most important
7
The meeting will begin
dead whale under the pier, which art acquisition in the history of
p.m in 11E303.
good
a
isn’t too
situation."
the institution.
The O.T. club picture for
-re will be taken a
1961 La Tom
ehtoT
meeting,

rp
a m us
b .ts
Rare Oil Paintings

NEW!!
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

THAT’S A LOT OF BULL

Placement Office Shows
No Signs of Recession
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Engineering Popular
With Foreign Students
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WEIGHING 3000 POUNDS,
this huge steer which stands
six feet tall, is causing a sensation at Green Bay, Wis. It is
believed to be the largest steer
in the United States. The animal
came from Fourche, S.D., to be
cut into steaks. The Endlick
Packing co. of Green Bay pur-

Photogs Wanted

0.1. Club Slates
ISpeech on Aphasia

co

#

.
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A & M Auto Repair

1

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
-Special Student Rates
456 E. Seri Salvador
CY 5-a241

chased the animal.

Shop Spartan Ads!

Relax Before Finals
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395

Almaden Ave.

CY 7-9908
419401MIne

ROUND TRIP CHARTER FLIGHT
TO EUROPE $365
RETURNING

LEAVING

PARIS-S.F.

S.F.-LONDON
JUNE 28,1961

The president added that OT
A c.air.c,.upctinan segni.-nt of Latest count shows 378 foi.,
club pins have arrived and those,
who placed orders are asket to unique tongues, customs and garb students front 49 nations ’ass:: bring their money.
I now burgeons at San Jose State. ing our campus, in a report from
Dr. Ralph Cummings, associate
dean of students.

AUGUST 26,

Journalism Department
To Vacate ’Barn’ in Fall

GRADUATES AND STUDENTS

CLASSIFIEDS

STUDENTS FAVORITE
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A-V Center Asks
Delegation Funds

Spartaguide

WOMEN. Ari-,-..nd p4: F:r k..r and 1949 Chew. 2 dr., $40. Cell M. Jecisos.
CY 4.8741,
(1.,Y 2 1l-15 affernwein.
.
2 Furnished apts. S7‘, and ’695 5 Pricks
SP
1
tssi
nice. CY 3.6960 after 2.00
freer
717 N. 8.1.
Tshne
$75, ask for Fred.
2 bdrrn. sots. to, 3 or 4 st,,dei.its 433 5 ,
Sondem
Pils St. CY 3.3694.

Pam-ti
ierpret
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5365.00 pays your full round
trip fare to Europe on the
DC6B President Airlines. The
trip lasts 55 days and is urn
ifed to San Jose State College Students and or their
..ernediate relatives only. For
additional information call
Dick Durling or Moshe Ben Eli
in San Jose

The excellent adjustment most
internationals
have
made
b,
American ways was praised by
Dean Cummings, who has tabulatCY 5-8574
ed a major breakdown on foreign
DEADLINE:
The Journalism and Advertising great improvement over existing students by country.
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S.F. Dock Has Newman Club
Whale Trouble To Attend Mass

In San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO (LH) -- A
humane society employe fired 13

Newman club will attend a
rifle shots into a 20-foot grey
Catholic Russian rite mass Sunwhale trapped under a pier yes- day at 10 a.m. in Our Lady of
terday in a vailf attempt to de- Fatima church. 20th ave. in San
stroy the mammal. The rifleman Francisco.
Those going are scheduled to
sent for armor-piercing bullets.
meet at 8:15 a.m. Sunday at NewJames N. Brown, SPCA superman hall. The public is invited,
intendent, expressed fear that
according to Joan Haishaw, pubblood from the wounded whale
lic relations chairman.
would attract sharks to the scene
A Russian rite mass is basically
at pier 50 on the San Francisco
tire same as a Roman Catholic
waterfront.
mass, only the language a n d
SPCA employe Raymond Min- format is changed. Club members
ton pumped seven shots into the at Newman hall should be conthrashing mammal after it be- tacted by those who plan to atcame trapped when it swam be- tend.
tween the pilings Monday night.
SPCA officials decided there was
no way to free the whale.

Campus Exhibits
Rare Oil Paintings

Dr. Flank Meissner, assistant
professor of economics, will speak
to members of the American MarThe threat of an economichas never tiled with this office
keting assn. tomorrow.
slump and population rises todiz- before." He spoke of American
The talk, part of the AMA’s zy heights only spurs the college Railway Express whose interviews
monthly meeting, will be given in placement office to better and will appear on campus later this
the Friendship room of the First more efficient service. And, ac- spring.
"In spite of evidence of recesFederal Saving and Loan building cording to recent reports, new
at 50 N. First nt. The meeting job offers are pouring in every sion, we will still be able to place
a large percentage of students
will begin at 7 p.m. An announce- day.
Dr. Clements reports that the because of contacts in the field,"
ment by the club asked interested
persons to use the Second st, Placement Service positioned a Dr. Clements assured those gradtotal of 6.611 students last year uating in February.
entrance to the building.
"Holiday activity didn’t seem
tending September 1960) in job
Professor Meis.sner, in addition
areas of their choice and the em- quite as lively this year," he
to his teaching duties, is a conployers’ list is growing each se- added, "but of course, students
sultant to the Stanford Research
can spread all the way up and
mester.
institute. His topic will be "Low
down the Peninsula during vacaCOMPANY ADDED
Wages Abroad -- Threat or Op"We added a fine new company tion; there’s no commuting probportunity."
last week," he said "-one that lem."
Election of officers for t he
EMPLOYERS HAPPY
spring semester will precede the
reports
he
Most employers,
talk. All interested students are
were "happy with the quality of
Invited.
students we sent out. We also got
Want some good practical ex- favorable comments from new
centers, such as Valley Fair and
perience
photojournalism?
in
Students interested in joining Town and Country Village."
"Our main problem is students
the publications photo staff next
semester are invited to contact who take jobs and fail to show
up," he noted. "Of course this has
Prof. J. B. Woodson, Journaleither an adverse effect on us, because
ism
building
(J-03),
Bruce Porch, graduate student Thursday or Friday, 1:30 to 3 companies, then don’t want to
in occupational therapy of Stanp.m. The photo staff provides send us jobs,’; he said.
ford university, will discuss apha- coverage for Spartan Daily, La
Dr. Clements listed curtailing
sia, the impairment of speech, at Torre, and Lyke, as a laborathe students use of the service
today’s meeting at the O.T. Club,
as one action "to prevent ruining
tory activity.
Grace Jacobson, president said
future jobs."
today.

Phofogs Wanted

The whale withstood the first
seven shots, and Minto had to go
after more shells. But six more
SANTA
BARBARA.
C’ a Ii f.
shot failed to destroy the mam(UPI) - A collection of 20 rare
mal and Minton sent for armoroil paintings by 15th and 17th
Piercing bullets.
Century masters as been loaned
Brown said the whale was to the University of California’s
trapped in a maze of pilings un- Santa Barbara campus.
der the pier.
The prized collection belongs to
However. the end of the whale Francis Minturn Sedguick. who
would not mean the end of the has hinted the paintings may
problem. "If they shoot the find a permanent home on the
whale." a steamship spokesman campus. If so, university chiefs
said earlier, "they’ll still have a say, it will be the moat important
The meeting will begin at 7
dead whale under the pier, which art acquisition in the history of
p.m. in HB303.
isn’t too good a situation."
the institution.
The O.T. club picture for the
1961 La Torre will be taken at
the meeting!
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ROUND TRIP CHARTER FLIGHT
TO EUROPE $365
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PARIS-S.F.
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JUNE 28,1961

1961

$365.00 pays your full round
trip fare to Europe on the
DC6B President Airlines. The
trip lasts 55 days and is lim
tied To San Jose State College Students and or their
immediate relatives only. For
additional information call
Dick Darling or Moshe Ben Eli
in San Jose
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Spartan Advertisers

Engineering Popular
With Foreign Students

The Jiuritalism and Advertising
department will move kit, cat
and caboodle next fall from the
barn" into one of the most modern publications facilities in the
state college system.
"The barn" is the nickname of
the central campus location that
has housed such campus publications as the Spartan Daily, La
Torre and Lyke for the past eight
years.
But despite sonic sentimental
misgivings, the completely remodeled Tower Hall Art wing will be
a welcome sight, a poll of journalism - advertising students has
shown.
With its interior revamped from
stem to Stern, the old Art wing
will offer "fine quarters and a

Pool

Recreation

0.1. Club Slates
Speech on Aphasia

4

WEIGHING 3000 POUNDS,
this huge steer which stands
six feet tall, is causing a sensation at Green Bay, Wis. It is
believed to be the largest steer
in the United States. The animal
came from Fourche, S.D., to be
cut into steaks. The Endlick
Packing co. of Green Bay purchased the animal.

The president added that O.T.
A cosmotopolitan segment of Latest count shows 378 foreign
club pins have arrived and those
who placed orders are asked to unique tongues, customs and garb students from 49 nations roamnow burgeons at San Jose State, hog our campus, in a report from
bring their money.
Dr. Ralph Cummings, associate ,
dean of students.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS

Heated

THAT’S A LOT OF BULL

Placement Office Shows
No Signs of Recession

[con Prof Plans
Speech for AMA

STUDENTS FAVOIME

Spartaguide

Say You Saw a
Spartan Ad

BUSINESS COLLEGE

Pre-Medical society, election of
officers, Health building lobby,
7:30 p.m.
Rally committee, La Tot-re pic;,,,,,,at minors are asked tures, Morris ’Dailey auditorium,
.\
to se their faculty advisers in FO- 3:30 p.m.
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1-2 p.m., Tuesday, .Ian, 17.
the interview and students are re.
guested to sign up eerly.-Ed.
AIDING THE ENEMY

Rec Minors Set
To See Advisers

Job Interviews

BURLINGTON, Vt. (UPD Democratic State Finance Director Robert W. Larrow admits that
he was taken in by a Republican
emergency appeal for funds. harrow sairl the plea movori him to
chirtate $1 to the ti(

FRIDAY
Bethlehem Steel will interview
0%11, mechanical, industrial, chemical and metallurgical engineers
as well as business administration graduates with a minimum of
15 Mom accounting work.
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